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Security and Curfew Policies
Will Change Under Title IX
Title IX will do more than put men

rules, while upperclass men and

and sophomores in them. It will be

in Gao and girls in outside housing.

women will be allowed relatively

difficult to have two sets of rules for

It should also help to eliminate the

more responsibility and freedom.

persons in the same building. Exact-

double standard that has been in evi-

The biggest problem with this plan

ly how the rules will be equalized be-

years.

is that some upperclass men and

tween upperclass men and numen in

Regulations and security practices
must be equalized in the same way
that housing is being equalized. Al-

many more women will be housed

dorms and outside housing has yet

in dorms which also have freshmen

to be seen.

dence in Houghton for many

though the final plans have not been
made, a preliminary report and study

presented last week proposed some
changes

In the area of security. the men
of Houghton have been the victims of
are locked in their dorms each night,

Steve Horst, next year's Student Senate President

Horst Discusses Plans

After Election Victory
On Friday, March 19th, Houghton
students exercised their democratic

rights and elected Steve Horst for
Senate President, Kathy French for
Vice President, Rick Dickson for
Treasurer, and Jan Webber for Sec-

retary. Some people would see 640
voters out of 1,200 students as an indicator of low student interest. But

Steve Horst views the turnout as good

considering that by the Friday supper
voting time a large number of the

1,000 boarding students had already
left for the weekend.

Steve brings to the job the optimistie expectation that the extensive
changes in college personnel next
year will give Senate a unique oppor-

tunity to present the student view-

point in an atmosphere relatively free
of possible preconceptions. And because of trends in recent decisions,

to grapple with is the tendency to regard the propogation of the institution in its present form as being more
important than the development of
students' critical thinking and involvement. Closely related to this problem is the practice of giving students
little responsibility and then using the
resultant apathy and irresponsibility
to deny students a part in the decision
making process. To deal with these
problems Steve plans to demonstrate
that students are responsible, and he
plans to convince people that students
have much at stake in Houghton College and should be given a part in
making decisions.

Steve would also like to improve
the quality of the education here at
Houghton. He wants to see the quantity of material deemphasized so that
a greater emphasis could be put on
the understanding and integration of

Houghton College Lecture Series tinguished himself as a speaker on

guarded closely by security patrols

aill present Dr. Douglas D. Feaver, over thirty universty campuses.

against any wouId-be intruders,
Houghton men are left to fend for

the Director of Humanities Perspec-

The guest lecturer is also active in

tives on Technology at Lehigh Uni- Christian ministries. As an under-

themselves in a world of unlocked

versity on Monday, March 29 at 4:00 graduate student, he was the student

doors. Under Title IX men must now

p.m. in Fancher Auditorium. Dr. pastor of several Baptist churches.

b3 given the same secure protection
women now receive; to help equalize
the inequali:y in security, several

Feaver's address is entitled "The He has also served as church organ-

s:udents and the dean's office have

Dr. Feaver was born in Toronto, Board of Deacons. Dr. Feaver spent

proposed a new plan. Since freshmen

Canada in 1921. He entered the Uni- many years affiliated with the Inter-

Gifts of Prometheus: Technology and ist, Sunday School teacher and superHuman Values in Antiquity."

intendent, and as Chairman of the

and sophomore men and women will

versity of Toronto in 1939. He in- Varsity Christian Fellowship as a stu-

all be in dorms, they will be provided

terrupted his studies to spend four dent member and as a faculty sponyears in the Royal Canadian Air sor at Toronto, Johns Hopkins, Yale,

with the same close protection only
the women now have. Upperclass

Force. In 1948 he received his B.A. and Lkhigh Universities. He is known

men and women who choose to live

from the University of Toronto. Later in Evangelical circles as a speaker

in dorms will also have this safety.
For those who live in outside housing
an emergency number will be given
which may be called twenty four

he earned a masters and doctoral

hours a day. This number would

in Athens, Greece. He taught Class-

connect the caller with East Hall

ics at Yale for four years before tai[-

which would contact a security patrol.
To deal with the unlocked door problem, the deans have proposed that

degree from John Hopkins University.
Dr. Feaver studied as a fellow of the
American School of Classical Studies

and a writer.

Dr. Feaver visited Houghton campus several years ago as a guest
speaker. His lecture at that time was
on the music of ancient Greece He

ing a teaching position at Ikhigh Uni. displayed
and demonstrated some instruments that he had made himself.
versity in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

Dr. Feaver is a National H„m.nities Judging from his last lecture, the

each student in an outside house be

Scholar and has published in several forthcoming one should prove to be

given a key to the entrance of his or

professional journals. He has dis- both interesting and informative.

her house. The main entrance could
then be locked at a reasonable hour

and everyone could still get in to
their own house. Further security
plans are to double security patrols
during "prime" hours of weekend
nights.

Title IX will force Houghton to deal
with another bone of contention, rules.

Presently, women have curfews, off-

campus sign-outs, shower hours, late
minutes and other devices designed
to make their lives more safe and

pleasant, the men on campus have
never heard of. This system will

change too. Men and women must
now have equal rights. This change
does not mean that "hours" will

Steve sees hope for improvement in

material into a Christian worId view.

the seriousness with which student

In facing these problems Steve said

input is considered in the future.

he is "scared stiff" and would like a

freshman and sophomore men and

lot of help next year.

women still have more stringent

Another problem that Steve hopes

Lecture Series March 29

unequal treatment. While the women

1 li.15 1 i :
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Douglas Feaver Speaks At

cease to exist. It is more likely that

Richardson To Deliver eTheology in Art'
Lecture Monday Night in Schaller Hall
"Theology in Art" will be the topic
of the Faculty lecture on Monday
night at 7:00 in Schaller Hall. Considering the various aspects and problems of Christian art and the responsibility of the Christian artist will be
Mr. Roger Richardson, Instructor of
Art at Houghton College. Mr. Richardson intends to deal with the question philosophically, and therefore he
will not limit the direction of the

stylistic emphasis.

In explaining some of his ideas on
the topic, Mr. Richardson stated,
"First. Christian art should be good

art. Secondly, in order to be good
Christian art there is a definite re-

bolism that evokes out of minimal
connotations.

Because he believes

Christianity to be not just logus, but
also personal experience, Mr. Richardson deals with the abstract and

sponsibility to provide a universal
element which the public can identify

symbolic in his art, which he considers parallel to the spiritual in

with as having Biblical connotations."

Christianity.

In order to determine what visual

lieves that the artist must go back
to the nature of Christianity itself. In

Richardson will explain his own philosophy. deal also with psychological
aspects, and attempt to suggest what
visual tendencies would suggest the

his own art, some of which will be

particular.

art would be, Mr. Richardson be-

Copy Space 96.25% (423.5 col. in.)
Ad Space 3.75% ( 16.5 col. in.)

on display in the Chapel Gallery at

the beginning of May, he uses sym-

In his lecture, Mr.

Dr. Douglas D. Feaver
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Editorial
Small groups of students gather m the campus center lounge, m the dining
hall, on the way to a class in Fancher Sometimes in the S'ar office They
briefly discuss recent events, grabbing at any new bits of Information, hopmg
for some illumination in the murklness of late wlnter But no light comes
They walk auay. usually disillusioned often disgusted, occasionally embitter-

ed And the quesbon is u·hyi Most students exist oblivious to problems.
singing ' In my Hear: There Rings a Melody" But for some the bad feellngs

don't disappear so eastly Because the pomt has come home to them directly
At Houghton. the student is mgger

The bad feelings are not evoked by the ideals of the college. Just as no
man despises the ideals of the U S Rather, it is an auitude, fostered by the
practical exp 2diences which the ideals have degenerated into
Not all students are niggers Some are Negroes Th-y know their place

They do not demand. they requst their nghts as Rell ai their privileges
They are allowed input Into decisions, because their Ideas are reasonable and

responsible As defined by the authorities The game is played by their rules,

and only a sizeable blunder will begin to even the sid35 If the input is
malleable to the frameR ork and defini'ions of the authorties, then everyone

is happ> since "our" idea u as accepted But don't begin to question the
definitions

But there are mggers They come in all colors, shapes sexes. and halr
lengths They ha e reJ2cted any attempts to deal with the autilorities on their
own terms For some this rejechon leads to active alternatives vocally
calling into question the definitions, which segregate and divide various
groups m the community For others, lt becomes, as is mentioned in the
letter to the editor a quiet vice. a symbolic rejection of what the system
stands for But sometimes the niggers go too far, and when that happens,
outside help needs to be called in Just to keep problems at a minimum
So u ould be Kojaks invade the campus. hoping to discredit the mggers by

1

Proper lounge conduct?

busting up an tnternabonal drug syndicate They hope for hundreds of hits

of acid or pounds of hash, but they can't find it So instead of discreditlng,

they attempt humiliabon The> dump nigger's clothes out of his drawer into
a pile m the middle of the floor They leaf through books, go into pockets of
lackets In the end, they find two grams of the dreaded controlled substance,
manluana Hardly enough to get four people high once Hardly an inter

1

.EqUAh& 6 ZAe Kclafa*
Dear Sirs of the Houghton Star,

taken, or they are the chapel speakers dragged him to his feet and hustled

national drug rlng Aeertheless, it becomes a head to proudly display on I think the time has come to articu themselves, who stand up maybe him away In the middle of the
the mantle for interested visitors Sgt Joe Fnday would be proud Officers

late the truth about The Island I three times a year to make academic Campus Center Fnends and I were

Tood> and Muldoon would only laugh

think it ts time the folks on the out- presentations or deliver monologues not sure what this chase was all about, but ICS not hard to imagine the

Then later the same day. a real stake out takes place Just like m the side heard a fe,# facts. and under- on the Four-Way Test

movles Tuo protectors of the great society follow him You can tell he's a stood some of the confusison ue have As I said, I don't know any saints sick, angry feelmg one gets m the Ft

rigger by the way he walks A chase ensues, vagully reminiscent of the been subjected to as students at this And I don't expect them Not any- of the stomach seeing a fellow student
keystone cops They catch up with him, and tackle him In the middle of college

more But lt maddens me to think tossed around by two middleaged men

the campus center Just as well It'11 teach those other niggers to stav in First that term, The Island When that the myth persists that old leg- in the middle of the Houghton College
I came here two years ago I Kas led end of a community worlong under Campus Center

their place

One wonders why, if there is such an emphasis on law and order should to believe that such an appellation the unction of Christian charity, a Well this all ties into other things

not higher taxes be assessed in order to equip Houghton's finest wlth the referred to a state of Christian lan- commumty free of secular taints and which I have no heart to essay m
nest in radar controls Why not crack down on the cnme of speeding ship in natural community, a com polltical powerkhrusts

this letter talk of narcotics agents

through Houghton' And one mile over the speed limit is just as illegal as mumty apart from the political main- Students wonder who's m charge dIsmant]Ing rooms and state troopers
thirty or forty But that's not a real cnme That's a white man's enme stream because we have learned that The issue of Campus Secunty alone holding students untll they cari pro

As I sit here. havtng stripped the ;Talls of my posters and pulled half the existing order is only an abstrac has created an atmosphere of para- duce identification
untten and forgotten editorials out of the back of my desk. I fnally realize tion of the stronger. immediate bond nola and mistrust For whatever I simply want it known that this is

it u as all an exercise in futility All the wntlng. the late mghts, the argu shared between Christian behevers

reasons, the bnght orange and blue no Sunday school, and if I make it

ments uith fnends over u·hat should and what should not go ill the paper I know that this term "Island" m of police crulsers are a common sight two more years it will only be as a
The cnl> possible value mav be to inspire future editors. as past editors have indeeo sigmficant of a certain isola on this campus

result of heeding the oft-repeated ad-

me Sitting in m) office late at night, ghosts are conJured up out of the past. tionlsm, but instead of the spiritual Last Friday evening I was sitting vice handed down by upperflassmen

out from old editionals But nothing else No redeeming social value Be unconformity of a community it is a m the Campus Center reachng my who know find yourself a quiet, legal
cause at Houghton, the student 15 Stl 11 mgger

Mark Mtchael metaphor for the complete singleness Greek text I heard a bustle and vice to lose yourself m and above all
of the individual, usually the student

Last Saturday I started wntmg an editorial about spring The vernal

equinox was past, I uas sure the u Inter of our discontent was over 43 you

may recall, the weather uas beautiful, the air uas soothing, and in it there

Before I came to Houghton I was
toid that this u as a place uhere the
professsors „ould deal with students

commotion m the coat-racks and a don't get involved m futile ideological
fellow student ran half-way across the arguments, "don't make waves"

lounge before he was tackled by two If you will publlsh my letter I 8111

grown men, big men I think this be able to follow that advice in better

was a vague smell of promise, of budding forsythia and summer rain I was on a pgrsonal level. and the admint- student
is a sophomore, at any rate conscience
he looked hke a child compared to

going to unte about new beginnings I wanted to say that Houghton is about
to undergo a renewal in the same way that the earth 15 about to be reborn
next week there w,11 be new editors in the Star office, soon there u,11 be a

neu cabinet in Senate, by next fall the College wlll have three neu adminis

trators and a new governance plan I intendod to sp-ak of hope. blue skies
and u arm breezes always make me optimistic

I was going to finish that editorial today But toda> the sky was gray and

the wind was icy There uere more dead branches on the ground snowflakes
suirled around me oppressively The happy exuberance cited m me as I
realized that it may be a while yet before Houghton sees the spnng

It is time for spnng to be here, and it is also time for a change in Hough-

strato-s were men of rare vision who
u ere also accessible, also sensitive

to the problems of young adults discovering themselves I was told that

Robert Kmese

this was a community of saints

Well, perhaps there w ere saints at
one time I see their portraits hanging m the old bnck buildings where I
have classes twice a week But thre's

an obvious problem mherent in an
instl'ution founded upon the sacrifice

Th e

me there have been precious few re-

a few changes in Houghton's structure convince me that better day's are just placements Fact ls, I don't know

lotighton Star
1

ESTABLISHED FEBRUARY, 1909

and vision of saints Saints die, and

ton College But I should not let a few migrating geese and a sunny daY must be rrplaced And it seems to

deceive me mto expecting flowers to bloom tomorrow And I should not let

Thank You,

these men They wrestled him down,

r

Houghton College, Houghton, New York 14744
The STAR is published weekly during school year, except week of Thanks-

giving, Easter and 5 wks at Chrismas time Opinions expressed In signed

ahead They aren't I was remmded of that fact by the events of this past any saints The professsors are as editorials
and columns do not necessarily imply a consensus of STAR attitude, nor do they reflect the official position of Houghton College

S

weekend Houghton has problems Too many problems for me to expect vulnerable as the students The mathem to disappear quickly

Jorlty of my teachers are smart iso-

Carol Capra & Mark Michael

Editors
What are the problemr I haven't the time. nor the heart. to go Into latiomsts who have learned the lag
them all The most serious issue is one I have already untten about there between institutional Christianity and Managing Editor

is no trust But u here can ue learn trusti From an admimstration that iS

culture is just too great You just Diana Mee

- rumored to pay students to spy on other students" From a secunty force

can't get by on love anymore, not if News Editor

that "maybe" makes a practice of sneaking about in student's rooms' From you have hopes of making it in the Kathy French
fellow students, any one of which might be an "informer"'

professional arenas of the outside

F:ature Editor

There is a uar goinf on It has been going on as long as I have been So they retreat behind quoted scrtp- Kathy Confer

here And I am tired of it Students should not be hunted down hke members ture or the jargon of their disciplines
of the MaSa Neither should the> be treated hke brainless imbeciles. or as They all have homes to watch out for
latent powers of evil that w111 explode unless supressed
They can't afford the risks And the
It may take time, but spring u,11 come to Houghton Of that I am sure honest ones w111 tell you their world
By next month Houghton uill be a better place to hve But I am not so sure is the classroom and the house down

that by nert year Houghton College wlll be a better place to go to school It the street They don't want to hear

Proof

cline Baker & Bob Evatt

Dan Hawkins

takes no effort from us to make the snow melt. it would take a great deal of about new government or the person- Photography
Dan Knowlton

effort to get rid of the lcy chillof suspicion and distrust It would take more al hang ups of students who have i-

Reporters -

Daryl Brautigam, Dick Campbell,
Mike Chiappermo, Joy Clements,
Val Harz, Dave Irwln, Glenn Irwin,

Kruze, Doug McCann, David Mills,
Jeff Millwater, Gary Morns, Shirley
Mullen, larraine Mulltgan. John
Roman, Sharon Sard, Tim Schwartz,

Conme Sealy, Carol Snodgrass,

tant men in sults who send their

Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Houghton, New York

I wanted to make my last editortal an optlmistlc one. a cheerful one I names on little white cards that m 14744 under the Act of March 3, 1879, and authorized October 10, 1932
Carol Capra form me how many chapel cuts I've Subscription rate $600 per year
couldn't And for that I'm sorry

r

t

S

Steve Kooistra, Meredith Bruorton,
Shella Bently & Sue Denton

Marilyn Watrous, Tma Webber,
than talk, more than the nice phrases that are often tossed around It u ould deas that run counter to the norms Sports Editors
Mana DiTullio & Whit Kumholm Randy Baker. John Kelly, Patty
take a total turnabout as far as attitudes toward sudents are concerned And advanced m the Student Guide
Smith, Rhonda Smeenge, Sherm
that can only happen if people realize that there are bigger problems on As for the administrators, they are News Bnefs
Wolfey
campus than 'discipline" Will they" Will Houghton College change' I am even farther removed They are dis- Walter Volmuth
not at all sure

1
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Thinking Christian

An Approach To Satire
by Dan Hawkins
"The Houghton student must be

acquainted with a wide span of literature, including much of the worthy
and some of the unworthy. The
Houghton student recognizes that an

enemy has put salt in the sugar bowls
on the Table of Ikarning Therefore,

the Houghton student had better keep
his eyes in his head while reading
this book. By the way, inclusion of

this book in the library does not imply
endorsement by Hal Lindsay, Neil
Sedaka, Joe DiMaggio, or 'The Total
Woman'."
These words (or at least some of

them) can be found on a label pasted
inside every single book in the Willard J. Houghton Memorial Library,
even inside the Bible. What they
seem to be telling us is that The
Houghton Student should be a - discerning reader, able to recognize his
reading material for what it is. The
Houghton Student should recognize
the first paragraph of this article as
parody.
But if he doesn't, he must not be

blamed too severely. Parody is one

vice..' We laugh because of the

(by being satirized)", says Dryden,

incongruity of the phrase "redeeming
vice", and because we feel superior

"and a fool feels it not". Besides,

he continues, the jest goes round, and

to the man under attack.

he who begins poking fun is laughed

Attack is the method of satire. It

is not for anything so much as it is
against vice, folly, falsehood, and
hypocrisy. These have been the traditional targets of satiric attack, and

man is angry at a libel because it is

w·03 to the reproba'.3, fool, liar, and

faIse, but at a satire because it is

hypocrite who fall to it. But, while

true." If truth alone could decide

satire may tar down the taverns of

the issue, there would be little ques-

the town, and build up nothing in-

tion that satire, in principle if not in

stead, it at least points the way to

practice, is right.

better places. As G. K. Chesterton

But we are commanded to speak the

"Satire may be

truth in love. Is it good to pmvoke

said in Orthodoxy,

mad and anarchic, but it presupposes

someone to anger by satirizing their

an admitted superiority in certain

follies? Satire may also encourage us

things over- others; it presupposes a

to feel superior to the target and
make us proud. Swift seems to ad-

standard."
That standard is the satirist's alone.

mit as much when he explains the

Swift, the greatest satirist in English

popu!arity of satire by saying that

literature, was a Christian, and ap-

each man sees the follies of the rest

plied Christian standards in his judg-

of mankind in it, and congratulates

On the other hand, H. L.

himself on having avoided them. In

Mencken, famous journalist of the

the end, however, this turns out to be

1920's, saw Christianity as the folly

a satiric comment on the narrow vis-

he must attack.

ion of some readers.

ments.

Satire has been used on both sides

of Christianity. What is a proper

Christian approach to this business of

is to make salt appear to be sugar.

poking fun? Too often, people reject

That is, satire masquerades in many

satire because they mistake its tar-

literary forms as essay, fiction, poet-

get. They take an attack on hypo-

ry, and drama. Gulliver's Travels is

crisy in the church to be an attack

who read it miss its satiric intent and

simply find it a great adventure story.
Popular satire appears in cartoons
(Doonesbury) and on TV (NBC Saturday Night).

Although he did not approach it so
cheerfully as Dryden, Chesterton also
seems to justify satire. He says, "A

form of satire, and satire's business

the best example, for most children

at in his turn.

on the church.

A Christian satire

And, in the end, we may also admit

that the satiric stroke may be a kinder cut than a blunt stab at someone's

faults. To avoid hurting people. satire
must be written and read carefully.
But it should be done so that everyone, including the target, can go home
laughing.

Bill Pearce

magazine, The Wittenberg Door, often
suffers subscription cancellations because of this type of erroneous reading.
A more important question in eval-

In all its variety, however, satire

uating satire has to do with its human

has one main thrust; it pokes fun.

targets. Does a satiric attack on a

The fun is for the reader; the poking

hypocrite or liar· violate Christian

is for the satiric target, and can be

charity? Does it offend people? John

quite sayage: Oscar Wilde once said

Dryden, Christian poet of the seven-

of a man whose morals he despaired

teenth century, did not think so. '*A

of, "He hasn't a single redeeming

witly man is tickled while he is hurt

Bill Pearce To Play Trombone At
Houghton For WJSL Radio Fund
Bill Pearce, the famous gospel 27. 1976. The college's radio station, tions across the country.
trombonist, will give his first per- WJSL is sponsoring the concert, and
f6rmance at Houghton College in tickets are $1.50 at the door.
Houghton, New York Saturday, March

Pearce represented Word Records
at the past National Association of

The concert will begin at 8: 00 p.m. Evangelicals and National Religious

in Wesley Chapel, the college audi- Broadcaster's Convention held Feb-

Relax: Pre-Examination Stress Hurts

torium. Mr. Pearce will play a varied
program ranging from traditional to
contemporary Christian music.

Pearce, a recording artist for Word

Your Stomach ,

Cliest, Back and Brain

( CPS) - Hold on to your sanity -

root of other serious physical and

final exams are closing in for another

mental illnesse. Dr. Thomas Holmes

in your lower back, your chest. Relax. Feel the heaviness in your arms.

semester. Brace yourself for caffeine-

of the Univetsity of Washington

Relax."

crazed, wild-eyed cramming Prepare

School of Medicine devised a scale

to watch your friends crumble in

recently that measures the amount

spasms of nervous tension.

of stress certain events are likely to

The tape is part of a process designed to teach students how to relax
to control anxiety and fear. Dr. Marion Kostka said that the program
works well with students who get too

But it doesn't have to be that bad.

produce. The death of a close friend

Accoding to a group of university

measures in at 100 points, so you can

psychologists, the solution to final ex-

judge for yourself how much more

am madness is to relax.

pleasant finals are.

Even the psychologists know that is

Holmes claims that a person accu-

easier said than done. Final exams

mulating more than 200 stress points

trigger tension in students than can

during the year is pmbably headed

lead to physical problems as well as

for a physical or mental breakdown.
At least at some colleges, adminis-

mental frenzy.
At Wayne State University in Michi-

trators haven't been content to sit

gan. a psychology professor recalled

back and watch their students turn

a study showing organic chemistry

into tension-torn wrecks. At the Uni-

students' stomachs churning with acid

versity of West Virginia a program of

as crucial exams crept closer. The

"systematic desensitization" has been

students were taught to swallow a

slarted to keep students on this side

rubber tube that enabled researchers

of sanity during finals.

nervous to do well on tests.

Kostka and other doctors in the program can put a student in a state of

relaxation with the tapes. Once the

Records, is also host of "Keep Prais-

morrow's quiz."
After that burst of tension, Kostka
eases the student back into relaxa-

tion. Eventualy the student learns to
relax at will - even during a final.

two representatives of WJSL spoke
to Pearce during the convention, he
mentioned he was very anxious for

ing" and "Something to Sing About," his Rrst appearance at Houghton Col-

daily radio broadcast tapes, made in lege.
connection with The Moody Bible In-

WJSL, a student run radio station.

stitute of Chicago. These programs is sponsoring the Bill Pearce concert
are aired daily on WJSL, as well as to raise funds for its conversion to
on many other subscribing radio sta- an FliI frequency.

Presidential Illopefuls

Demise OF Democracy
by David Mills

s'udent has settled back, Kostka will

suggest, "You haven't studied for to-

ruary 22-25 in Washington, D.C. When

The future and final importance of
any election lies not in the particular
candidate elected. nor even in the

beliefs the piople voted for, but in the

America's youth that reponsive government was a joke. that they could
be sent to defend democracy by a
government they didn't choose. Freedom of thought bromes an illusion;

a na.ion found3d on the supreme act

voters themselves, and in why they

of dissent, revolution turns on its own

voted as they did. Because America

dissenters brutally; Chicago and Kent
State have become symbols for an

is her people, not her leaders, her

And at Ohio State, students are be-

fu:ure is determined, in the end. by

entire generation. Often in America's

ing taught by local gestalters to face

the·In. But what was once America's

to follow the secretion of acid in the

Students can go to a small, cozy

up to exam tension in order to control

past we have almost destroyed de-

greatest promise may be her down-

stomach. Students who thought the

room on the campus and sink down

it. Participants in workshops act out

fall, for this year's campaigns have

mocracy while claiming to defend it.

exam was important produced an ab-

in a soft chair on the carpeted floor.

already demonstrated the growth of

normally large amount of stomach

Once they're settled, a voice oozes

tension-filled experiences, such as exams, to help them deal with stress.

acid and felt large amounts of stress.

from a tape player urging them to

Theoretically, instead of worrying

ment, and the end may be the death

And according to medical reports

"feel relaxation flowing into your

and being confused over potential

of democracy in America. It will

recently reported, stress ean be the

shoulders, neck and brows. Feel it

tense moments, students can act them

happen subtly, behind the facade of

out to see what will happen. Workshop leaders say it enables students
to deal with their problems in the
present, instead of being buried under
anxiety caused by a final that hasn't

democratic process, disguised as A-

been given yet.

Fle.vs Briefs

the cancer of apathy and estrange-

merican. But it will happen.

That may by comparison reveal
the saddest lesson of the '76 campaign
- that we may destroy democracy

simply by forgetting it, by surrendering in the constant war between free-

dom and tyranny. The bicentennial
has been commercialized beyond understanding; instead of deep involve-

Democracy is not endangered by

ment with our future, we settled for

external forces, by communist con-

a national orgy of patting ourselves

spiracies or fascist wars; no one will

on the back. We will settle for the

take our freedom, for we will give it

myths of America, and drive red.

But if you still find yourself hunch-

away. Internal forces have always

ed over a chemistry text at 2 a.m. it
may be comforting to Imow that your
instructor isn't getting off scot-free

tried to twist America's promise when

white, and blue cars while waving
flags and watching fireworks. The

they needed. but now we are begin-

rare voice that asks us to examine

ning to just let them. America's im-

The FBI says serious crime went up nine per cent nationwide in 1975 -

either. According to Ohio economics

poverished and oppressed minorities

our nation, to actually believe in democracy will be ignored, and troubled

MILWAUKEE ( UPS 3-25)

Morris Udall, and Jimmy Carter both say they plan to campaign hard
in Wisconsion ... and President Ford says he, too, will make a big effort
to win the stat's April 6th primary. But there are indications money troubles
will limit the campaigns of George Wallace and Ronald Reagan.
WASHINGTON (UPS 3-25)

only half the record rate of increase of 18 per cent the year before. There

professor Malcolm Burns, "Grading

have been taught that equality is a

consciences will be soothed with an-

was a slight decrease in murders, but other crime categories went up faster

exams is a real burden. It's one of

dream, put into writing 200 years ago

other firework. or a quick wave of the

in small cities and suburbs than in big cities.

the most mindless activities there is."

and ignored since. Viet Nam showed

Bag

Fr
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une Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest
,

by John Kelly

fooled his way into relaxatlon, but the blank TV screen He turns the

ken Kesey's book, One Flew Over what he finds is the ultimate pnson - daily group therapy sessions from a
1--- The Cuckoo's Nest, idas published in Where the fear of bfe forces the mass perlod of mental control (by

ti

111 'lull! 1932 Speaking with great insight, he patients Into willing submission to Big Nurse) Into a scarmng strike
r

-= d-alt with the question. "Who is Big Nurse and her machinery of con- for civil rights Nicholson moves with

-"

1 1.

crazr" The novel won millions, trol Meblurphy, like a crazed loon, the energy found m his film, The Last
-=c_ such popularity that a play was pro- refuses to allow his energy and life Detail, but lost in last year's The
-5 duced and after fourteen years, a force to be re{pressed by Big Nurse Fortune

L-L_

h. mi NI, 1

Louise Fletcher heads the ensemble

He refuses even after shock treat-

movie
.-

I ,%*1 The film centers on the great myth- ment, forced when his rebelhousness of excellent co-stars As the malevic character. R P MeMurphy Mc- infects the other patients

n

olent Big Nurse, her impassive cool-

Murphy, the last great angry, pro- Born to play the irreverent Me- ness turns Into a subtle force of

1

fane. Rise guy rebel, is serving time Murphy, Jack Nicholson gives his destruction Brad Dounf is superb

111 1

at a work farm for assault He 15 ultimate performance Refused per- as Billy Bibbit, the boy with a Freudplaced m a mental uard after feign- mission to Izatch the World Series, tan stutter (These two, along with
ing nuttiness He thinks he has he gleefully calls a play-by-play from Nicholson, were nominated for Academy Awards )

- 3--

To make the film, the facilities of

80044

the state hospital at Salem, Oregon

To Prod the Slumbering Giant; Born Again
To Prod the S'umbenng Giant,
by Vriend, Olthius. et al

reviewed by Kathleen Confer

were opened to Director Milos Forman A well-made film is the result

Forman relies on his performers and

These essays are well-reasoned and This w as a matter of legal power l}us. "Fred, please tell the President antiseptic surroundings to carry the

reallsbc Unfortunately, the average Colson intended to 5ght just as the right now so he gets it from me arst film, rather than on the carnera and
Christian school has been founded for six others did but Colson remember- I'm pleading guilty this morning but its possibilities to create the mood
the wrong reason - escapism

I used ed - 'The meeting uith Tom Philips I'm not turning against him. only tell- In fact, the ditection is used sparing-

Until I had read this book, I had to say I uould never send my chil- had remained vivid m my memory Ing the truth " So it Bas Jail for ly, as Forman lets the actors play off

conmgned the concept of the Christian dren to a Chrl,stian day school How His iiarmth. his kindness the slncen- Charles Colson As he left the court-

of each other's talents

day school to the academic Junk heap ever, I believe that this ne alterna ty of his face, the starthng uor(is, 'I hohuse surrounded by a mirage of re- In spite of this, Forman loses someIt seemed that the typical Chnstian tive shows promise To Prod The have accepted Jesus Christ and com- porters he said, "I have committed thing Somehow he has lost that

school was an 111-equipped retreat "Slumbering Glant" gives Christians mitted my hfe ' I hadn't understood my hfe to Jesus Christ and I can great terror, that ternfying laughter,
where children were mdoctnnated in an avenue worth consider,ng
icanism ' Two kinds of children were

scnt there incorrigible PK's to be Born Agam, by Charles Colson
swaightened out" and naive httle
ones to be sheltered from the secular

them, but they had a rlng of shame- work for him in prison as ell as our' found in Kesey's book The humor of
less smcenty Tom represented ev- As Christians u e must rejoice unth the novel was frightening Kesey's

that noxious ideal - "Chnstian Amer-

reneued by Andrew Campbell

erythmg that Watergate and Washing- Charles Colson as the Lord works to- mental ward was as much of a mlcroton were not decency, openess, day through the crises of the world cosm of reahty as Houghton ts But,

truth " Charles Colson visited Tom Perhaps this hne by Colson sums it the film, though flarmg at times,
Phihps and experienced his first re- up "I needed no more vivid demon- misses that mghtmarish tension, that

1

storms of sex education and lavatory ' Within the iron gates of the White lationship wlth Chrlst Born again, stratton that it is the hearts of men passion and complexity that Kesey

House, qulte unknou ingly a siege Colson became a living disciple for which for better or i,orse change the created One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
course of human history, not the man- Nest IS an excellent film, but
Fortunately. To Prod The -Slumber- mentality was setting m It was now the Lord
the book was beUer
1ng Giant" offers a better way 'Ille us" against "them" Gradually as A call to the White House u ent like made organs of government "
graintl

book itself is a collection of essays by we dra the circle closer around us,
several educators affillated with the the ranks of "them" began to swell "

Association for the Advancement of

For Charles W Colson the ranks

Christian Scholarship (AACS)

uould eventually usher him from a

The writers are diammetncally op-

posed to the public school This is

no: Surprlsmg What ts mlrprlslng ts
their reasons They strike at the
ideol.gical roots of secular education
and reveal many of ltS inadequacies
the best that can be done

mahogany desk in the white house
to an Alabama prison An ex-Marine
lieutenant, Colson's dogged loyalty to
Richard Nixon, his Machiavellian tac-

DeSanto's Compositions Stereotype
Nature with Photographic Realism

tics and ideahstic fervor had comed

by Meredith Bruorton

him, "The Hatchet Man" m the Na-

tion's press The Wall Street Journal Stephen DeSanto, graduate of Him

headhnes in October 1971 bannered

c in the pubbc school) is to stress Nixon Hatchet Man, call it what you
the need for committment. for pur- hke, Colson handles President's dirty

pose in bfe. and for a concern work " Worlang for the most powerwlth ideas and values - ugthout

ful man m the world uas no small

further elaboratlon To elaborate

privllege for Charles Colson and when

further and to give content in any he shows us an unabashed Nixon -

tington College and Ball State Uni-

versity, hass Just had an exhibit of

his paintings m Wesley Chapel's basement gallery Reminiscent of Andrew
Wyeth (and Richard Saunders), De

Santo's style of realism attempts to
capture the over looked "snatches of

instance uould offend certain seg- he exploded, pounding his fist on his

nature"

committed to opposing vieupomts his face Bushed "I don't care how

acryllc on masosnite By thinning the

(22) "

paint with water to the consistency

ments of the populace which are desk and leamng forward in his chair,
it's done I want these leaks stopped

Their main point is that if Chns- Don't give me any excuses Use any
hans really believe that the fear of means

I want results, I pant

the urd is the begmmng of wisdom, them now " - we begin to underthat ulthout Chnst as its integration stand the pressure a White House

point knowledge ts doomed to be fnag- official felt m 1972 under the dissipa-

mented and wtthout adequate basis, ting Nixon admmistration lIe drives

they must build their own schools the point home when he says, "I supfounded on such ideology
A question which often arises is -

can't parents complement their
child's public school education uith
proper home and church mstructionp
The authors see this as an extremely
difficult task a far better situation

exisits when parent and school are
not in competition

pose loyalty, like love. creates its own

At present, Mr DeSanto paints Mth

of milk, he obtains the untextured
matt surface characteristic of his

work This technique quite obviously
achieves the realistic and orderly e-

ery piece of grass can be accounted of mine said, "It is quite expllcit and

RE

hand rails on the bridge expose cor- ehump forgot a bale of hay "
rosion and rust His form and com- I do not mean to be overly harsh

th

for The chain link fence and the cool but all it tells tls iS that some

position are pleasingly precise

in my appraisal of Mr DeSanto's

the theme of his work as the b tenth rendition of grass I wonder lf
pressionists did He hasn't the varia- he iS saymg what needs to be said in
tion of the abstractly real quallty a world of goblins and ghosts But
found m Andrew Wyeth's paintlng then, who can say what is significant'7

Wi

W<

Upon viemg one painting, a friend Which story iS worth repeating'

af

Hc

1y
SO

10,

American history that w111 head a sition "Clifton Walk", "Fig Bucket",

chapter in our children's history
books under somethinghke The
Great Abberation Born Again ls more

than just a pnmary source document

to

and "Four m Shade on a Summer

ev

Day" expose this quasi-photographic

110

reahsm It makes me wonder why he
didn't use film and camera instead of

m

tubes of acryllc paint

de

In one particular summary of his

CO

In July the Emn Committee re

admit he has caught the summer

t,
/

fa

'1*'t.&

ceived Bob Halderman's testimony breeze, the late afternoon sun and a
that there had been a secret tape- romantic sort of gentleness in the

SK

th

r:*
..5

ptls from the big, bad world (28) conversations Colson, totally un- His hole style virtually ignores the
the curriculum must deal with aware of any tapelng system, was

the Ideas of the Greeks, with phil- crushed The man he had served so

osophers such as Sartre and Mar- faithfully had betrayed him Fmally

cuse. with the themes of today's facing Indictment "That fnghtful real-

w hat ts acceptable and what 15

an

rates the Journey through a remark- ed the wlld and unyielding cosmic
ably candid version of that slice of force into a passive and helpless po-

isolation booths, msulatlng the pu- 1ng system on all the President's out-of-doors. but is his appraisal fatri

must learn to differentiate between

Cl.

stereotyped Nature by drawing in

wood and a field of grass in a u ay

ence and technology The student

fu

his contenti He hasn't made light ty of his work diminishes after the

But that order bothers me He has

that takes on new significance I w111

u Ith modern art, with modern sci-

As

viewers

does not make education "Chnstian "

rock music, with modern novels,

thi

motion he wishes to evoke from his

quired Bible courses and chapel alone htical mghtmare of Watergate

'Such schools are not antiseptic

Ce

Night" But what can be said for challenge to understand the complexi-

radical cumculum change, adding re- roots, stnpped of identity m the po- style. he is said to paint the gram of
Another impressive point is the de-

bli

can be seen in "Bare Almond Tree ence his painting draws in some cirat Sunset " He further achieves a des today But he seems to be stuck
pointalistic effect in "A November m one medium and one style The

image of what ue see " Colson nar- dividual blades of grass and has fore-

for the annals of history It is the
The book stresses the necessity of autobiography of a man torn by the

molishmg of the monashcal ideal

Cl'

Influence from the Impressionists \,ork I am aware of the large audi-

ization, which until this very moment
I resisted, brought a feeling of nau
sea Nothing that could be done to

1S
1S

barbaric brute force of the elements

except perhaps in "Winter Mystle"
which has a gothic solitude and lEola
tion typical of a cold and lonely mght
DeSanto's style is neat ond clean

.

His shadms are perfect and the emt-

phasis on fomground detail makes
one want to count each nail m the

me trtals, prison. rum, nothing would clapboar(is The glaze consistency of

unacceptable m our society, what match the dr(!adful knowledge that his medium has made many transmust be developed, what must be the country I loved was charging me parent layers on the masomte which
reformed (76)"

wlth a breach of my trust and duty " 15 delightful to the curious eye Ev-

'rk

"Four in Shade on a Summer Day"

F
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Overvoorde Represents Christian

/ -" Faith Through Bold, Precise Art
variety of subject matter which is

analytical comments. I have only

equally refreshing. He has two self

two criticisms of Mr. Overvoorde's

"A church is to be judged by its

portraits, one a dry point etching and

work on display here. First, his color

intelletual fruits, by its influence on

the other a lithograph. He continues

choices tend to be commercial. I

the sensibility of the most sensitive

in his Biblical orientation with "Now

and on the intelligent, and it must

what Noah" and a marvelous series

speak specifically of "Amos" and
"Hosea". Perhaps there is a certain

be made real to the eye by monu-

of intaglio engravings on the seven
vices and virtues. Apart from the re-

reviewed by Fanny Nathnagle

ments of artistic merit." (T. S. Eliot)

but I think a more subdued scheme

For so long, contemporary Christian

ligious, Overvoorde has shown us

would lend a permanence to the sub-

art has stagnated at the level of Sun-

"Heritage", a look into the mind of

ject matter. Last, I noticed that every

day School paper sketching. But
Chris Overvoorde has masterfully represented the Christian faith, given it

an elderly man, "Readin", a Gulliver

picture was centered. That type of

type character, and "The Other Elder" which is sadly enough reminis-

uniformity is not always necessary or

a new vitality and a refreshing appro-

priateness for today. His medium of
expression forms itself in lithography,
wood cutting, etching and intaglio engraving

a

impact achieved in the bright colors.

appropriate. But perhaps my asym-

cent of W. C. Fields.

metrical preference is not adequate

These paintings are the types of
things which should be viewed over

ground for criticism.

and over again. I viewed the display

tion. It is, as T. S. Eliot said, artis-

three times and still felt at a loss for

tically meritorious.

This show is worthy of our atten-

Mr. Overvoorde is from Calvin Col-

lege and is the guest artist-lecturer
during Houghton's Fine Arts Festival;

his works are currently on display in
Wesley Chapel basement. I sense in
his style an assuredness and a boldness in presenting such historical oc-

Samuel Wazo, Int'I Poet,
Will Return

casions as the Crucifixion and the

by Dan Hawkins

Last Supper. Respectively monochro-

matic and black and white, he penetrates the mind of the viewer with tile

impact of the events in themselves.
Our thoughts need not be confused by

"My boys, we lied to you.
The world by defmition stinks
Of Cain . . ."

from "To A Commencement of

shocking colors or confused composition.

In contrast to his flair for boldness,

Mr. Overvoorde precisely captured
the wildness of Nature in "De Rivi-

er", "De Berg", and "Winter". Although these etchings are delicate and
frail, strength and beauty are ex-

pressed in every wispy line.

"Heritage"

Mr. Overvoorde demonstrates a

Scoundrels" by Samuel Ham

Can you hear any of your professors
admitting such a thing? Are your
nostrils twitchjng? Do you feel "a
sudden erection of your small dorsal
hairs" caused by the sneaking suspicion that you are being trained as a
scoundrel? If you've read the poem,
you can no doubt answer the questions.

a Melody." The theme is much the Undoubtedly, the answer given to

reviewed by Mark Michael
same, with the addition of a response that question by people like Jerry
I was only twelve years old when to those who would tell Garcia. Garcia may contribute to the answer

the first notes floated out of San Fran- "Smile, God loves you". The first which is finally given by society at
cisco, soon to flnd fertile ground and part of the song begins with a beauti. large.

blossom through all America. A re- fully interwoven combination of piano, * * *

cent issue of Rolling Stone describes organ, and acoustic guitar. Although A Night At The Opera: Queen
the vitality that permeated Haight- Garcia doesn't have the powerful
Asbury just ten years ago. The Grate- voice of most blues singers, the
ful Dead, lead by guitarist Jerry Gar- thought is still expressed as he sings,

which filled the streets. But the vision

"As you ramble through your sorrow
Seem like everything come out
wrong.

was lost in a matter of months as

I'm livin in yesterday's tomorrows.

political, social, and economic reali-

As soon as he finishes, the instru-

ties came home.

Many of the musical groups spawned by the creative energy lasted long
after the demise of the Haight experience, carried on by that energy.
However, even energy must eventual-

ly run out. It can only be repackaged

ments break into a horribly inappropriate bosa nova beat and melody line

reviewed by Dave Knudsen

Three years ago Queen was relatively unknown. But now, with a
recently released fourth album. Queen
is fast becoming a leader in the field

of heavy contemporary rock. Undoubtedly they are soon to approach
the likes of Led Zeppelin, et al

The release, A Night at the Opera.
contains some very well produced
and Garcia says
songs and is their best effort to date.
"I'll take a melody and see,
The compositions are primarily those
what I can do about it."
of Freddie Mercury and Brian May.
The second side is not as strong as They range in style from high energy

so often, and at every repakaging, it the first, although it has some inter- rockers to imaginative ragtime tunes
loses more of its vitality. This seems esting spots. For instance, "Tore Up typical of the vaudeville era Sophistito be the case with Jerry Garcia, as over You" is an old Hank Ballard cated vocal orchestrations and their
evidenced by his new album, Renee. song set to a rock and roll beat. It ability to create catchy tunes in many

ing from track to track characterize

both albums. The vaudeville style
that McCartney often revived, as in
"W hen I'm Sixty-Four", inspires
Queen three times on their album.

The strongest is "Seaside Rendezvous" where brass and woodwind or-

chestrations are created by manipu-

lating the multitracked vocals of Mercury and May. Another strong similai'ity exists in that sequence of songs
are presented by a specific theme.
However, the songs are only abstractly related and lyrically they do not
follow the introductory theme.

This comparison to Sgt Pepper is
not meant to elevate A Night at the

Opera prematurely to thelevel of the

has been translated into Russian

French, Polish, Turkish, Spanish, and
Arabic. He has appeared at many

There are two songs on the first hints at there is still hope.

side which are exceptionally good, in "Went walking all morning,

trolled by alternating heavy rockers

with catchy pop/rock tunes like May's

utterance such as this is unfair in as
much as time must determine the

status of any work of art.
Hovever, A Night at the Opera will

by their use of acoustic piano and

harp, operatic and acapella voices,
are rarely utilized by a band of this
type. For example, on "The Proph-

his latest book, Inscripts, C available

in the bookstore), Hazo tells of his

solitary voyage across the Mediter-

ranean. Many of his earlier poems

are addressed to people he knows,
and to his students: "For My Last
Class of Freshhman", "For My God
sons", "Open Letter to a Closed
Mind" As he says in "Godsons":
"I speak
as any father might to sons
with love

Yet he refuses to let his personality
get between him and his reader. He
will not write confessional poetry that
takes his reader through the morass
of his psyche. Instead. he Rings the

roghness of life at you, forces you
to see the problems it poses for a
redeemed man. He is a Christian

poet who has been given the grace to

find strength in love and the toughness of mind needed to face the

Blood Rights)

"'39", the best song on side one. The

the best cuts on the album. The most

I can't see the difference,

effective use of multi tracked har-

is mellow, quiet, and well fitted lo the
rainy Saturdays he talks of.

And I feel the wind, -

songs are tied together so that the
images formed allude to a plot that,
due to vague lyrics (the album's only
weakness), is lost to the subjectivity
of the listener's imagination.
A Night at the Opera in a unique

album to a climax as the effect of a

overdubbing of the three male vocal-

But after this pessimistic statement way resembles the classic album,

ists, is backed by May's guitar and

"Tomorrow will be Sunday, born of we find Garcia saying in the chorus, Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club

the hard driving rhythm section of the

Did it cause so much pain."

His poems are from his heart. They

are highly pehonal; for example. in

doubts that come over him. (See especially the poems in his 1968 volume,

is "Mission in the Rain". The music

And I taste the rain,

He knows them all by heart.

plemented with the presence of May's
powerful guitar work produce one of

Went walking all night,

Never in my mind,

He lowers the boom on his audience

with his stentorian voice, declaiming
Lhe poems he has written about it.

fectively used in choral rounds com-

the context of the album. The first

Between dark and light.

listeners the truth about the world.

my final right."

ets Song", Mercury's lead vocals ef-

The album is presented as a parody
The last song on side two. "Comes on the traditional operatic performa Time", is enigmatic, and at least ance. The sequence of songs is con-

tion is hardly optimistic. It succeds optimism.

For any dream at all...

was nominated for the National Book

Award for Poetry in 1973. As Director
of the International Poetry Forum. he
has gained international standing. His
poetry (twelve volumes since 1959)

strong in its own right, a prophetic

fairly well in being a reflection. The

Tonight I would be thankful Lord,

his book Once For the Last Bandit

with names and blood not mine,

metal groups. The effects achieved

ear.

My dreams were riding tall.

American poet ot Lebanese descent
who teaches at Duquesne University.
He has been recognized nationally;

Opera prematurely to the level of the
Beatles. While the album is very

As on previous albums, the
The album is to a large degree a song, relying for it vitality on a guimelancholy reflection on what has tar, drums, bass, and piano. It is band's strength lies in Brian May's
developed in recent years, and the perhaps the only song on the album guitar work and the broad vocal speccomment resulting from that reflec. which exudes even a faint glow of trum of lead singer Freddie Mercury.

"Ten years ago I walked this street,

April 5 T „*ire Series. Ham is an

Hazo knows the harshness of a fal-

set Queen apart from other heavy

problem is, what comes next.

College to "say" his poems for the

len world. He does not spare his

is a solidly blues based rock and roll styles take command of any listening

tionS.

himself when he comes to Houghton

1972) in the U.S. and the Middle East

Jerry Garcia; Queen

cia, greatly contributed to the vision
and expressed the creative impulse

If you haven't, you'll have the
chance to hear it from Samuel Ham

colleges conce before at Houghton, in

Rec4&

Reflections: Jerry Garcia

Here April 5

monies is found in "The Bohemian

Ham holds a true view of life; he

Rhapsody". This song brings the

is the poet of blood and b6ne. The

full sized mixed choir achieved by the

struggle to stay alive does not make
him despair; he comes to the end of

"Commencement" wishing for his
students and himself

"hard questions

Don't give it up,
You've got an empty cup,

Band. The resemblences appear specifically in the lay out and the pro-

band. Unquestionably. A Night at the

and the nights to answer them,

Opera raises Queen above the dime

Only love can fill.

duction techniques of the two albums.

a dozen high energy bands to artis-

the grace of disappointment
and the right to seem the fool

The album is not one of Garcia's The unpredictable sequence of the

tically progressive musicians and pos-

Mission always looks the same." best. It is expressive of an age won- variety of songs and the creative exThe second song like this is "I'll Take dering where do we go from here. perimentations used to produce flow-

sibly the best heavy band to emerge

for justice. That's enough.
Cowards might ask for more.

in the 70's.

Heroes have died for less."

rainy Saturday.
Get some satisfaction in the San
Francisco rain.

No matter what comes down the
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14.C. Indoor Soccer Players Participate In

Tournament At Buffalo State College
were their regular season rivals, Fre-

in bounds. The ball can be banked

donia S:ate College. It was an excel-

lent game. Houghton utilized good

and ricocheted off the walls at any
angle. Also, indoor soccer is a much

passing combinations and control. On

faster game than outdoor soccer.

State Indoor Soccer Tournament.

defense. the Highlanders displayed

Players are more aggressive and

Houghton was one of 16 schools represented at the tournament. Among
these schools were Brockport, Buffalo

much determination and hustle. How-

their shots seem to travel much faster

ever, inspite of their admirable ef-

S:ate, Canisius. Roberts Wesleyan,

breaks and lost the game. Fredonia

in the confined playing area. Indoor
soccer is useful in keeping the fall
players in practice during the off sea-

University of Rochester, RIT, Univer-

won by a narrow 2 to 1 margin.

son. The team is open only to fresh-

Cn Saturday March 20, the Houghton College indoor soccer team travelled to the campus of Buffalo State
College to compete in the Buffalo

fort. Houghton suffered some tough

si:y of Buffalo, Erie Community Col-

In the final game, Houghton played

men, sophomores and juniors, since

lege, Fredonia and Geneseo. Buffalo

less than what they are capable of

s[ niors are unable to participate in

State eventually won the tournament.
Houghton played three games. They

because of the disappointing outcome

the following season.

of their second game. They were

Among ,this year's indoor soccer

won their first and lost their second

matched up ·against Geneseo State

players, Buff Sylvester and Steve Len-

and third gaines.

College.

nox are standouts. Buff is a fullback

In the first game, Houghton was
paired up with the team from Ene

Community College. As the game got

under way, it appeared that Houghton
was in for a rough time. Erie Com-

munity played well and jumped out to
an early 1 to 0 lead. However, Houghton regained composure on defense,
enabling them to concentrate on offense.

It was a come-from-behind

Houghton's defense was

weak and they couldn't generate any

and is a strong defensive player.

offense. Although Houghton did beat

Steve is the goalie and stops many of

Geneseo in the fall soccer season,

the opponents shots. Other players on

they lost 6 to 1 in their final game of

the team include Doug Barkley, Ron

the indoor tournament.

Barnett, Dave Irwin, Dan Irwin, Paul

Indoor soccer is very different from

Stevenson, Scott Records, Tom Wie-

regular outdoor soccer. Since it is

land and Bob Johnson. On March 27

played in a gym, the playing area is

V0

the Highlanders travel to St. Bona-

considerably smaller. To make up for

venture and on April 3 they play at

this, the walks are considered to be

Hobart.

victory for the Highlander's as they

scored three goals. They didn't allow
Erie Community any more than their
original goal, and the final score was
3 to 1.
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Houghton's second game was their
Members of gymnastics club practise in preparation for Saturday night's

citing and close. Their opponents

exhibition.

J

best of the tournament. It was ex-

C

Gymnastics Club Will Demonstrate
Stunts And Skills In Academy Gym

A
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On March 27,h at 8:00 p.m., the

role is comprised of 14 members

Several members will be presenting

Houghton Gymnastics Club will pre-

which specialize in many different

individual rou:ines, but there will

E

sent a special exhibition for the

areas of gymnastic skill. Most of the

also be many "doubles" and group

tivc
son

Houghton community in the Academy

program uill be in timed sequences

stunts. Some individuals have mixed

g>m. The learn will not be charging

and will be performed to live piano

gymnastic skills with comic antics

Clu

admission for the program, but will

music and recordings. Unusual light-

to create some very entertaining se-

die

set up a donation box for FMF.

ing effects will also be used in some

quenees!

Mr

The team. u·hich is headed by co-

numbers to provide an added per-

captains Kim Beach and Lew Hise-

spective to the gymnastic movements.

'I

Houghton's Gymnastic Club is not

just an outlet for physical fitness, but.

ten

it is also a Christian outreach gorup
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Enjoy the real convenience of having

Stuff Envelopes

office. Member F.D.I.C. Fillmore,

$25.00 PER HUNDRED

count, and a host of other bank ser-

NY 567-2271.

8:30 - 3:00 Mon., Tiles., Thurs., Fri.
8:30 - 12:00 Wed and Sat.

Boston,Mass. 02114

Deposits, Bank by Mail and Many

members an opportunity to share
their experiences from club tours.
There will also be a demonstration of

concepts of timing, coordination, flexibility and balance will be graphically
presented. Special performances will
be presented by Matt Woleott on the
trampoline, and by Bev Cunningham
and Mary Randall on the balance
beam.

other Services when you bank with
Belfast, NY

9: 00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Mon., Tues.,

9 - 12:00 Wed.

9:00 a.m.-

6:00 p.m. Fri.
Member F.D.I.C.

Mike Pitts Wins Place On
Super Soph Mike Pitts capped a bril-

season average:

all star team. Mike has once again

season rebounding: 296

been named to the First Team on the

All of the old records were set by a

tioning at our store. Hours: 8-5 daily.

Textbooks, Trade Books, Supplies,

Fillmore Store - 567-2210

Sundries. Mon. 8:30 - 5:00. Tues. -

Frosh named Mike Pitts.

No. 19 NAIA All Star Team. This

tied his own single game rebound
record by snaring 24 against Eisenhower again. Pitt's 1,064 points place
him in third place in career scoring.

year he joins Harold Spooner in the

scoring average of 26.8 placed him
Mike set several new Houghton records this season:

season field goals:

261
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Houghton speaks out every Saturday, 11:00 a.m. This week'§ guest
Mr. Neal Frey.
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Senior Steve Wilson and Soph Jeff
Hoffman were named to the NAIA

District No. 19 Honorable Mention-All
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Honorable Mention-All Star Team.
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Wilson finished an outstanding Hough-

to

ton career by setting a new career

the

mark with 687 rebounds to top Dave
Smith's 607 mark.

Wilson's l,On

Prescription, Health Aids, Russell

points place him second in career
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scoring to Harold Spooner's 1,343
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26.8%

PCAC All Star Team and the District

12th in the nation in NAIA statistics.

Houghton College Bookstore

car. Disc and brake drum recondi-

644

season points:

liant year by being named to his third

Mention-All American Team. Mike's
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few personal testimonies will be pre-

which are presented by the team
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Indoor soccer mighty frantic, they say.

that presents gymnastic shows and a
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